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Dear Ms Turnbull, Mr Iemma an Ms Atkinson

RE: Response to South and Central District Plans – delivering the Green Grid

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the District Plans for
Greater Sydney. This response is for both the South and Central
Districts as my primary concern is the Cooks River, which forms the
border between the two Districts, and surrounding green space. The
purpose of this response is to add new and strengthen existing
priorities identified in the draft District Plans including the Cooks
River and Bankstown to Sydenham Open Space Corridors. I have also
attended several GSC consultation forums and note in particular
concerns raised about access to green space, overdevelopment in the
Canterbury precinct and the need to create a mechanism other than S.94
contributions to deliver community facilities.

The initial GSC audit of the South District shows 48 per cent of it is
considered open space yet this understates the significance of the
Cooks River as the majority of the South District open space is
concentrated in national parks south of the Georges River. The Central
District audit of open space identifies that 14 per cent of it is
considered open space and this figure better demonstrates the
significance of the Cooks River as a regional park.

The importance of the Cooks River catchment and associated green space
is also demonstrated by the former Canterbury Council's Open Space
Needs Review that identifies a critical lack of open space in many
suburbs close to the Cooks River. In addition a NSW Government survey
of residents along the Bankstown to Sydenham Urban Growth Corridor
demonstrates strong support for park lands and playing fields.

The GSC maps show the majority of the Cooks River catchment split
between the South and Central Districts with a boundary at Garnet
Street in Hurlstone Park making coordinated planning challenging. What
arrangements does the GSC propose to facilitate action on cross
District issues?



With the Sydenham Bankstown Urban Renewal Corridor bringing
significant development and population growth the Cooks River is a
vital open space and regional park that requires significant
coordination to manage and enhance its natural areas and active and
passive recreation opportunities. To manage the Cooks River catchment
effectively the GSC should consider an integrated and specific Cooks
River Catchment and Regional Park plan that builds on the work of the
Cooks River Alliance (of eight pre-amalgamation Councils), local
community groups including the Cooks River Valley Association and
major NSW government agencies like Sydney Water. Particular issues for
the GSC to focus on include:

Water quality
Riparian habitat,
Revegetation (including supporting local bushcare initiatives),
Maintaining un-programmed spaces, and
Active and passive recreation.

Sydney Water has a vital role to play in improving water quality and
while its river bank naturalisation projects are being extended to new
areas there remains much unmet need over its current four year funding
cycle and beyond. In the short term the GSC could work with Sydney
Water on new policy proposals to secure funding to naturalise suitable
Sydney Water owned assets like Cup and Saucer Creek in Pat O'Conner
Reserve. More broadly Sydney Water's budget is set by IPART and there
appears to be a need to review this process given the ongoing
pollution of the Cooks River. Either Sydney Water isn't bidding for
sufficient resources or IPART isn't properly assessing the resources
required. At what point does the ongoing leakage of sewerage into a
major waterway become business as usual without a clear plan and the
allocation of resources to fix it?

The maintenance of existing open spaces and potential creation of new
spaces in the Cooks River valley also needs to be a clearly
articulated priority. Ongoing development pressure in the Canterbury
precinct and particular local issues like the rezoning of 15 Close St
highlight this issue. It has been heartening to hear Mr Iemma talk
about the 'missed opportunity' to better deliver community facilities
and provide better access to green space in Canterbury - a solution
lies in the Canterbury Racecourse site.

A significant potential new open space is the 35 hectare Canterbury
Racecourse that is currently zoned for private recreation and for sale
from 2021. The future zoning and potential development of this site
will be decided by the new Sydney Planning Panels. Canterbury
Racecourse presents a once in a generation opportunity to create a
major regional park in the inner west that adds to Sydney’s Green Grid
of passive and active open space with riparian habitat, bushland,
wetlands and walking paths while also accommodating multiple playing
fields.

Within the background studies for the Sydenham to Bankstown Urban
Renewal Corridor there is a May 2015 draft Open Space and Recreation
Strategy that specifically identifies the potential future development
of Canterbury Racecourse as including significant new open space.  GSC
action is essential to create new open space from Canterbury
Racecourse as the Australian Turf Club has already identified 6.5
hectares of land for development while the Canterbury Council Open
Space Strategy has not to date considered the site because Council
doesn’t own it. Council also lacks the resources to purchase the site.



The GSC identification of rail easements and wide local streets as
part of open space corridors is a good idea that will require
coordination with local government to make an ongoing difference. I
run two very small 'adopt-a-patch' bushcare sites in Hurlstone Park on
Council owned land and while happy to supply the labour I have noted
that progress rehabilitating and planting these sites is limited by
the availability of mulch and suitable plants.

A major additional opportunity for preserving and enhancing
biodiversity in the GSC Districts exists in rail corridors. This
opportunity is one commonly missed by metropolitan Councils, including
the Bankstown ‘Communities Creating Corridors’ program, as they don’t
own or control the rail corridor land. Biodiversity corridors connect
areas of bushland and natural vegetation allowing native animals,
birds and insects to travel safely between the green spaces as they
forage for food, shelter and find mates. Existing green space within
rail corridors could be greatly improved with a specific strategy of
native planting to create habitat making them a valuable addition to
the Sydney Green Grid. GSC encouragement and support for coordination
between State and local government on land management along rail
corridors would improve weed control and biodiversity.

A smaller local issue in Hurlstone Park is the proposed cycleway in
the rail corridor associated with the Sydney Metro. If the Sydney
Metro goes ahead, and extends beyond Sydenham, then the best route for
a cycleway between Canterbury and Dulwich Hill is the existing Cooks
River path.

Should you wish to seek further information or discuss any aspect of
this submission please contact me by phone on 

Yours sincerely

Gareth Wreford

CC:

Cooks River Valley Association
Better Planning Network
Total Environment Centre
Sophie Cotsis, Member for Canterbury




